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ABSTRACT
Changes in snow cover over the Qinghai–Tibetan Plateau have attracted much attention in recent years
owing to climate change. Because of the limitations of in situ observations, only a few studies have analyzed
the dynamics of snow cover. Using observations from 103 meteorological stations across the Qinghai–Tibetan
Plateau, this study investigated the spatial and temporal variability of snow depth and the number of snowcover days. The results show a very weak negative trend for the snow depth and the number of snow-cover
days in spring and winter from 1961 to 2010, but two different trends were found: an initial increase followed
by a decrease. In summer and autumn, snow depth and the number of snow-cover days show a significant
decreasing trend for most sites. The duration of snow cover exhibits a significant decreasing trend (23.5 6
1.2 days decade21), which was jointly controlled by a later snow starting time (1.6 6 0.8 days decade21) and an
earlier snow ending time (21.9 6 0.8 days decade21) consistent with a response to climate change. This study
highlights the competing effects of rising temperatures and changing precipitation, which remain an important challenge in understanding and interpreting the observed changes in snow depth and the number of snowcover days for the Qinghai–Tibetan Plateau.

1. Introduction
Snow cover plays an important role in regulating regional and global climate, especially in the Qinghai–
Tibetan Plateau, because of its high surface albedo and
heat-insulation effect, which influences the energy exchange between the land surface and atmosphere (Barnett
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et al. 1988; Yang et al. 2001; Chapin et al. 2005; Euskirchen
et al. 2007). More than a century ago, Blanford (1884)
suggested that an inverse relationship existed between
summer rainfall over northwestern India and the mean
snow cover in the western Himalayas. In recent years,
numerous studies have reported a negative correlation
between snow cover over the Tibetan Plateau and summer
rainfall in India (Yasunari et al. 1991; Zhao and Moore
2004) and positive correlations between snow cover over
the Tibetan Plateau and summer rainfall in southern
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FIG. 1. Distribution of meteorological stations over the Qinghai–Tibetan Plateau in China.
The hatching indicates the region of the Qinghai–Tibetan Plateau, and the dots show the
meteorological stations.

China (Bamzai and Shukla 1999; Robock et al. 2003; Zhao
and Moore 2004). Moreover, snow cover also strongly
influences hydrological processes, vegetation phenology,
and the carbon cycle (Goulden et al. 1998; Barnett et al.
2005; Monson et al. 2006; Rawlins et al. 2006; Dorrepaal
et al. 2009; Peng et al. 2013).
The Qinghai–Tibetan Plateau is the highest plateau on
Earth, covering more than 2.0 3 106 km2 at an average elevation exceeding 4500 m above mean sea level (MSL).
Considerable heterogeneity in the topography and climate
has created complex spatial and temporal snow cover patterns. Because of limited in situ observations, most studies
have reported snow cover distribution and its variability
using satellite-based observations (Zhang et al. 2004; Che
et al. 2008; Gao et al. 2012; Marchane et al. 2015). However,
the satellite data related to snow cover are lacking with
regard to snow depth and do not provide a sufficient time
series length. Using surface observations of snow depth, a
few studies have shown an increase over the Qinghai–
Tibetan Plateau (Qin et al. 2006; Ma and Qin 2012). A
previous study reported that the annual cumulative daily
snow depth increased by 23% decade21 from 1957 to 1998
over the plateau, even though winter temperatures have
been warmer (Qin et al. 2006). Intriguingly, after 2000, the
mean air temperature in 2001–10 increased by 1.18C compared with the 1990s (Li et al. 2012), and this warming rate
was higher than that of other global regions. Snow cover
responses need to be urgently evaluated using longer-term
observations following Qin et al. (2006). In particular, the
changes in snow cover during the current decade under
intense climate warming need to be investigated.

In this study, we investigated the spatial and temporal variations and trends in snow depth and the
number of snow-cover days from 1961 to 2010 based on
observations from 103 stations across the Qinghai–
Tibetan Plateau. More specifically, we aimed 1) to
compare the differences in the spatial and temporal
patterns in snow depth and the number of snow-cover
days for the Qinghai–Tibetan Plateau, 2) to assess the
interannual variability in snow depth and the number
of snow-cover days, 3) to analyze the relationship between snow depth and climatic factors (i.e., precipitation and temperature) over the various seasons,
and 4) to investigate the changes in snow starting time,
snow ending time, and snow-cover duration in response
to climate change.

2. Data and methods
a. Snow cover and climate data
Daily snow depth data and meteorological data for
the Qinghai–Tibetan Plateau were collected from 103
national meteorological stations of the China Meteorological Administration (Fig. 1). Missing records of
daily snow depth data were filled using meteorological
data (i.e., daily precipitation and daily air temperature)
according to Yuan et al. (2015, 2016). When the missing
records were less than 15 consecutive days, if the daily
average air temperature was below 08C, then daily precipitation was added to the daily snow depth, and if the
daily average air temperature was between 08 and 28C,
then half of the precipitation was added to the snow
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depth. Following strict quality control, the station records were integrated into snow-cover year (from August to the next July). Then, the snow-cover year data
were divided into the four seasons: spring (March–May),
summer (June–August), autumn (September–November),
and winter (December–February) from 1961 to 2010. In
this study, the mean daily snow depth is the average depth
in all days during a certain period (i.e., spring, summer,
autumn, winter, and snow-cover year).
After gap filling the snow depth data and the number of
snow-cover days, we identified the snow starting time as the
first day with snow depth $1 cm at each station in the latter
half of the year (August–December), while the snow ending time was defined as the last day with snow depth $1 cm
in the first half of the year (January–July). The duration of
snow cover was defined as the number of days from the
snow starting to snow ending time. To accurately detect the
snow cover starting and ending times and to avoid errors
resulting from missing data, the years with missing records
between 1 August and the snow starting time or the snow
ending time and 31 July were excluded from the analysis of
snow cover phenology. Furthermore, if both snow starting
time and snow ending time occurred during a half-year
period (January–July or August–December), the corresponding year at this site was not considered. A total of
20.7% of the years were excluded from the analyses.

b. Statistical analysis
Linear analysis was used to analyze the trends in the
mean daily snow depth, the number of snow-cover days,
and snow phenological variables (i.e., snow starting
time, snow ending time, and snow-cover duration) for
each station from 1961 to 2010. We used a linear model
yt 5 b1xt 1 b0 (Zhang et al. 2009; Chen et al. 2014) to
model yt against time t. We used the interval estimation
of parameters to calculate the standard deviation of b1.
^ 1 were the estimates of
^ 0 and b
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where a, n, E1, and E2 are the confidence level, sample
size, and lower and upper limits of the interval estimation, respectively. The statistic b1/SE(b1) [where SE(b1)
is the standard deviation of b1] has the Student’s t
distribution, and the Student’s t test was used to analyze and classify the trend significance into weak,
moderate, and strong. When jb1/SE(b1)j , 1.0, b1 was
within one standard deviation, and the trend was
classified as weak; when 1.0 # jb1/SE(b1)j , t0.10,
where t0.10 is the 10% critical value of the Student’s t
distribution, the trend was classified as moderate; when
jb1/SE(b1)j $ t0.10, the trend was statistically significant
and classified as strong. These categories were further
classified into six classes according to the slopes of the statistical trends: negative strong, negative moderate, negative
weak, positive weak, positive moderate, and positive strong.
A piecewise regression approach was used to detect
the timing of the mean daily snow depth and the number
of snow-cover days across 102 stations during the period
of 1961 to 2010 [the Nielamu station (28.28N, 86.08E;
3810.0 m) was not included because of its location in a
ravine]:

y5

b0 1 b1 1 «,
b0 1 b1 t 1 b2 (t 2 a) 1 «,

t#a
,
t$a

(4)

where y is a snow variable (i.e., mean daily snow depth
or the number of snow-cover days), t is the year, a is the
estimated turning point (TP) of the time series, defining
the timing of a trend change, b0, b1, and b2 are the regression coefficients, and « is the residual of the fit. The
snow variable linear trend is b1 before the TP, and b1 1
b2 after it. Least squares linear regression was used to
estimate a and the other coefficients. A p value # 0.05
was considered significant.

3. Results
a. Spatial–temporal variations of snow depth and the
number of snow-cover days
Large spatial heterogeneities were observed for both
the snow depth and the number of snow-cover days. On
average, the mean daily snow depth was less than 0.5 cm
at 76.5% of all sites in the spring, summer, autumn,
winter, and the snow-cover year averaged over the period 1961–2010 (Fig. 2). The mean daily snow depth
from 1961 to 2010 was generally ,1.5 cm in winter, with
the exception of a site in a ravine in the southwestern
region of the Qinghai–Tibetan Plateau (Fig. 2). The
annual number of snow-cover days was 11.1 6 1.0 days
in winter, ranging from a minimum value of 0.1 to a
maximum value of 41.8 days (Fig. 2n). Because of the
high elevation, in the eastern Tanggula Mountains and
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FIG. 2. Spatial patterns of mean daily snow depth and the number of snow-cover days from 1961 to 2010 and trends in mean daily snow
depth and the number of snow-cover days across 103 stations during the period of 1961–2010. The inset graphs at bottom left show the
frequency distributions of corresponding long-term means and trends.

the Himalayas, the snow cover was deep and persisted
for many days (Fig. 2r).
Most sites had weak changing trends regarding the
snow depth and the number of snow-cover days from
1961 to 2010 during the various seasons (Fig. 2). On
average, the mean daily snow depth in the spring,
summer, autumn, winter, and the snow-cover year
showed weak trends at 53.4%, 20.4%, 54.4%, 57.3%,
and 46.6% of all sites, respectively. Similarly, the
number of snow-cover days during all seasons had a
weak negative trend at 21.4%–40.8% of sites and a
weak positive trend at 7.7%–35.9% of sites (Fig. 2).
There were large spatial discrepancies in the trends of
the mean daily snow depth and the number of snow-cover
days among the four seasons. For example, in spring,
54.4% of sites with a positive mean daily snow depth trend

were primarily located in the eastern Qinghai–Tibetan
Plateau. In winter, however, 47.6% of sites with negative
mean daily snow depth trends were located in the southeast of the plateau.
Our results indicated that the trends for both snow
depth and the number of snow-cover days were not
continuous from 1961 to 2010. The mean daily snowcover depth of the snow-cover year increased nonsignificantly (R2 5 0.12; p 5 0.13) during 1961–81 at a
rate of 0.004 6 0.003 cm yr21, but a significant decreasing trend (20.004 6 0.002 cm yr21; R2 5 0.16;
p , 0.05) was observed during 1981–2010. Further
analyses of mean daily snow depth and the number of
snow-cover days indicated similar patterns, with different trends before and after the turning point in
different seasons (Fig. 3). For example, most sites
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FIG. 3. Interannual variability and trends before and after the TP (i.e., turning year) of mean daily snow depth and the number of snowcover days from 1961 to 2010. (left) Interannual variability: the arrow indicates the turning point, the dotted gray line denotes the trend
over the period 1961–2010, the dotted red line denotes the trend before the turning year, and the solid blue line denotes the trend after the
turning year. The trend (center) before and (right) after the TP; the inset graphs at bottom left show the frequency distributions of
corresponding trends.
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FIG. 4. Interannual variability of precipitation (black line), air temperature (red line), mean daily snow depth
(blue line), and the number of snow-cover days (green line) across 102 stations over the Qinghai–Tibetan Plateau in
(a) spring, (b) summer, (c) autumn, and (d) winter during the period of 1961–2010.

(56.9%) had positive trends of mean daily snow depth
in spring before 1981, particularly in the eastern region of the Qinghai–Tibetan Plateau, after which
negative trends were observed at 57.8% of sites
(Figs. 3b,c).
Temperature and precipitation determined the changes
in snow cover; however, these environmental variables
played different roles in the various seasons. In spring,
summer, and autumn, air temperature was the dominant
variable regulating the mean daily snow depth and the
number of snow-cover days (Figs. 4a–c; Table 1). For
example, from 1961 to 2010, mean daily snow depth in
spring increased before 1981 and then decreased
(Fig. 3a), which coincided with changes in the air temperature (Fig. 4a; Table 1). On the contrary, in winter,
precipitation determined the changes in mean daily

snow depth and the number of snow-cover days (Fig. 4d;
Table 1). From 1998 to 2003, a continuous 6-yr decrease
in precipitation resulted in low mean daily snow depth
(Fig. 4d).

b. Responses of snow phenology to climate change
Figure 5 shows the spatial patterns and trends of the
snow starting time, snow ending time, and snow-cover
duration from 1961 to 2010. There were remarkable
spatial variability in all three parameters (Figs. 5a,c,e).
In terms of the snow starting time, a positive trend was
found at 67.9% of sites (Fig. 5b), which indicated later
snow cover starting dates at most sites. In contrast, a
trend toward an earlier snow ending time was found at
61.2% of the sites (Fig. 5d), and 68.0% of sites had a
negative trend in snow-cover duration, which means a

TABLE 1. Pearson correlation coefficients between mean daily snow depth, the number of snow-cover days, precipitation, and air
temperature of different seasons in the Qinghai–Tibetan Plateau from 1961 to 2010; one and two asterisks denote significance at the 0.05
and 0.01 levels, respectively.
Precipitation

Air temperature

Precipitation

20.690**
20.536**

20.329*
20.215

Spring
No. of snow-cover days
Mean daily snow depth

0.061
0.018

No. of snow-cover days
Mean daily snow depth

20.077
20.039

Air temperature
Summer

Autumn

20.774**
20.752**
Winter

20.576**
20.438**

0.484**
0.414**

20.346*
20.260
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FIG. 5. Spatial patterns of mean annual (a) snow starting time, (c) snow ending time, and (e) snow-cover duration
averaged over the period 1961–2010 and trends in (b) snow starting time, (d) snow ending time, and (f) snow-cover
duration across 103 stations during the period of 1961–2010. The inset graphs at bottom left show the frequency
distributions of corresponding long-term means in (a),(c),(e) and trends in (b),(d),(f).

shorter snow-cover duration (Fig. 5f). There were clear
elevation gradients for snow cover starting date (earlier
with higher elevation), snow cover ending date (later with
higher elevation) and snow-cover duration (longer
with higher elevation) (Figs. 6a,c,e; Table 2). Significant changes in snow phenology were found at all elevations, but particularly large changes occurred at high
elevations (Table 2). The results showed a significant
decreasing trend in snow-cover duration, which was jointly
determined by later starting dates and earlier ending
dates. For example, in areas with an elevation over
4000 m, the results indicated a later snow starting time
(average: 1.6 6 0.8 days decade21), an earlier snow ending
time (average: 22.0 6 0.8 days decade21), and a shorter
snow-cover duration (average: 23.5 6 1.2 days decade21)
over the period 1961–2010 for the Qinghai–Tibetan Plateau (Table 2).
Compared to the number of snow-cover days and the
mean daily snow depth, the snow-cover duration
exhibited a significant decreasing trend in recent decades. On average, the duration of snow cover was
188.9 6 7.5 days from 2001 to 2010, which decreased 16.7 days compared with that from 1961 to 1970
(205.6 6 9.0 days). Compared with the period of 1961–70,
the snow starting time was delayed from 287.9 6 7.5 to
297.8 6 6.0 Julian day, while the snow ending time

advanced from 127.5 6 5.6 to 120.7 6 3.9 Julian day in
recent decades (Figs. 5 and 6).
Trends in temperature and precipitation are important in determining the duration of snow cover. The
trends in mean annual air temperature were positively
correlated with the trends in the snow starting time but
negatively correlated with the trends in the snow ending
time (Figs. 7a,b). There were no significant relationships
found between the trends in precipitation and the trends
in snow starting time or between the trends in precipitation and the trends in snow ending time during the
year of the snow starting (ending) time across all sites
(Figs. 7c,d).

4. Discussion
The Qinghai–Tibetan Plateau is the highest plateau
globally, covering approximately 2.5 3 106 km2 at an
average elevation of 4500 m. In the Qinghai–Tibetan
Plateau, the weakening moisture-bearing monsoon and
varying topography shape a semiarid climate with
mean annual precipitation below 450 mm, as well as
relatively little snowfall (Wang et al. 2009). The mean
annual temperature ranges from 2158 to 108C and decreases from the edges of the plateau toward the center
with the increasing altitudes (You et al. 2013). During
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FIG. 6. The differences in annual (a) snow starting time, (c) snow ending time, and (e) snow-cover duration with
elevation and the interannual variability in (b) snow starting time, (d) snow ending time, and (f) snow-cover duration during the period of 1961–2010 at different elevations (E1 , 3000 m, E2 5 3000–4000 m, E3 $ 4000 m, and E
is all sites).

the last 45 years, the Qinghai–Tibetan Plateau has experienced significant climate warming of approximately 0.2658C decade21 (Lu and Liu 2010), and the
rate of warming has accelerated in recent decades
(Li et al. 2012), which has primarily resulted from increasing anthropogenic greenhouse gas emissions
(Duan et al. 2006). Some studies reported a decreased
precipitation trend as a result of the weakening Indian
monsoon (Yao et al. 2012) and increasing temperature
(Qin et al. 2009) at the high altitudes of the Qinghai–
Tibetan Plateau. For example, Lin and Zhao (1996)
found that the precipitation over the Qinghai–Tibetan
Plateau decreased by 10–40 mm decade21 from the
1950s to the 1990s.

Numerous studies have focused on the global
changes in snow cover in response to climate warming
during recent decades (Qin et al. 2006; Choi et al. 2010;
Kapnick and Hall 2010; Brown and Robinson 2011; Gao
et al. 2012; Guo and Li 2015; Ke et al. 2015). For
example, Brown and Robinson (2011) highlighted that
snow cover extent over the Northern Hemisphere significantly decreased over the past 90 years, with a very
high level of confidence. Over the Northern Hemisphere, in situ data generally indicate a decrease in the
number of snow-cover days and snow depth in response to climate warming, especially at lower elevations or higher average temperature locations (IPCC
2013). However, snow cover over the Qinghai–Tibetan
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TABLE 2. Long-term change trends of annual snow starting time,
snow ending time, and snow-cover duration from 1961 to 2010 at
different elevations (E1 , 3000 m, E2 5 3000–4000 m, E3 $
4000 m, and E is all sites).
Snow phenological
variable
Snow starting time
(Julian day)

Snow ending time
(Julian day)

Snow-cover
duration (day)

Elev

Slope

Intercept

R2

p

E
E1
E2
E3
E
E1
E2
E3
E
E1
E2
E3

0.19
0.13
0.20
0.16
20.16
0.05
20.20
20.20
20.35
20.07
20.39
20.35

280.78
62.87
297.13
242.37
451.70
214.09
511.69
538.82
898.48
289.04
974.82
947.18

0.16
0.05
0.17
0.08
0.15
0.01
0.16
0.10
0.24
0.01
0.30
0.16

,0.01
0.13
,0.01
0.05
,0.01
0.61
,0.01
0.02
,0.01
0.63
,0.01
,0.01

Plateau displays unique characteristics. By blending
in situ and satellite records, Qin et al. (2006) suggested increasing snow cover between 1951 and 1997,
and western China did not experience a continual
decrease in snow cover during the great warming
period of the 1980s and 1990s. Our study, using a
longer time series and extending the study period to
2010, found very complicated changes in the number
of snow-cover days and snow depth for the Qinghai–
Tibetan Plateau, which increased from 1961 to 1981
and then decreased after 1981 in the spring and snowcover year (Fig. 3).
From a seasonal perspective, previous studies have
indicated the largest decreases in snow cover in
spring at high latitudes, resulting primarily from the
rising spring temperature (Brown and Robinson
2011). Our results, however, indicated the strongest
depletions in snow cover occurred in autumn over the
Qinghai–Tibetan Plateau (Table 3), which is different from high latitudes. One possible cause is that air
temperature increased at the largest rate in autumn
(Table 3). Moreover, the variability in snow cover is
controlled collectively by various climate factors
rather than a single variable (i.e., precipitation or
temperature). Our result showed that in spring, a
decreasing trend in snow depth with an increasing
trend in air temperature were found even though an
increasing precipitation trend was observed, especially after 1981 (Figs. 3a and 4a). The major cause is
the mean air temperature during spring is above the
freezing point, and therefore, the increase in air
temperature will lead to a decrease in snow depth,
which neutralizes the impacts of increased precipitation (Ye et al. 1998; Peng et al. 2010; Gao et al.
2012). By contrast, although the air temperature still

1529

increased in winter, the snow depth decreased mainly
as a result of the decrease in precipitation after
1997 (Fig. 4d). As noted in Peng et al. (2010), even if
the temperature is increasing, the intensified precipitation will result in increased snow depth when
the temperature is below the freezing point. Therefore, the competing effects of rising temperatures
and changing precipitation resulted in the difference
trend before and after the TP (Figs. 3 and 4). Note
that an increasing trend in temperature and precipitation will continue in future decades based on
the results from various general circulation models
(GCMs) for the Qinghai–Tibetan Plateau (Su et al.
2013). Snow cover prediction is more complex because of the changes in precipitation regimes coupled
with temperature variations under different topographic conditions.
Our result showed the snow-cover duration significantly shortened in recent decades. Based on passive
microwave satellite data collected since 1979, other
studies support a significant trend toward a shortening
of the snowmelt season over much of Eurasia (Takala
et al. 2009) and the pan-Arctic region (Tedesco and
Monaghan 2009). Snowmelt mainly occurs in spring
when the temperature is closer to the freezing point;
therefore, changes in air temperature are the most
effective at increasing snowmelt. Our results also
highlighted that snow cover phenology is more reliable, with variations in association with climate
change rather than other snow-cover metrics. Previous study has indicated that snow depth over
Eurasia significantly increases in winter, but the snowcover period has significantly shortened (Bulygina
et al. 2009).
This study identified larger differences in snow
cover at higher elevations (Figs. 6a,c,e). This is the
first study to show that the depletion rate of snow
cover increases with respect to elevation below
roughly 4000 m MSL, and this depletion rate disappears at higher elevations (.4000 m). Other evidence
supports our conclusion that the warming rate increases from 3000 to 4800 m MSL in the Qinghai–
Tibetan Plateau and then stabilizes, with a slight
decline at the highest elevations (Qin et al. 2009). This
altitudinal dependence of snow-cover changes has
significant implications for the Qinghai–Tibetan Plateau because most snow surfaces significantly increase
with elevation over the Qinghai–Tibetan Plateau
(data not shown).
It is important to study the changes in snow depth
and duration over the Qinghai–Tibetan Plateau. Snow
cover is sensitive to the local temperature and precipitation, latitude and elevation gradient, and terrain
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FIG. 7. Correlations between the trend in snow cover phenology (starting date DS and ending date DE) and
environmental variables (annual mean air temperature T and precipitation P). The gray dashed line indicates the
regression line.

roughness. Snow-cover variation is mainly attributable
to large-scale atmospheric circulation or climatic
forcing (Kripalani et al. 2001; Wu and Wang 2002; Xu
et al. 2010; Birsan and Dumitrescu 2014), such as
monsoons, the North Atlantic Oscillation, the Arctic
Oscillation, and El Niño–Southern Oscillation. Our
results identify a steep decline in the winter snow depth
in 1998, after a rich snow cover occurred in 1997
(Fig. 4d). Chen (2001) suggested that the great floods of
1998 in the Yangtze River valley of China were related
to the anomalous snow cover over the Qinghai–Tibetan
Plateau, which resulted from the seasonal northward
advance of the west Pacific subtropical high being delayed, with a subsequent enhanced summer rainfall in
the Yangtze River valley. Moreover, the extent of snow
cover and snow melting time can impact the carbon and

nitrogen balances of terrestrial ecosystems (Monson
et al. 2006; Jonas et al. 2008). Peng et al. (2010) indicated warmer soil conditions with a thicker snowpack
may increase winter soil organic carbon decomposition
and nitrogen mineralization owing to the enhancement
of soil microbial activity.
It should be noticed that there are few stations over
the depopulated western plateau (Fig. 1). The western
region of the Qinghai–Tibetan Plateau is relatively dry
and cold. Therefore, the current analyses based on the
station observations are not sufficient to indicate the
characteristics of the western plateau. Satellite-based
snow cover products provide important datasets for investigating the characteristics of snow cover over regions without observations. Future studies should
comprehensively integrate station and satellite-based
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TABLE 3. Summary of changing trends in snow cover (i.e., mean daily snow depth and the number of snow-cover days) and environmental variables (i.e., precipitation and air temperature) from 1961 to 2010 over the Qinghai–Tibetan Plateau. Snow cover for year from
August to the next July, for spring from March to May, for summer from June to August, for autumn from September to November, and
for winter from December to February during the period of 1961–2010.
Period
Spring

Summer

Autumn

Winter

Snow-cover year

Variable

Slope

Intercept

R2

p

No. of snow-cover days
Mean daily snow depth
Precipitation
Air temperature
No. of snow-cover days
Mean daily snow depth
Precipitation
Air temperature
No. of snow-cover days
Mean daily snow depth
Precipitation
Air temperature
No. of snow-cover days
Mean daily snow depth
Precipitation
Air temperature
No. of snow-cover days
Mean daily snow depth
Precipitation
Air temperature

20.0092
20.0004
1.0937
0.0292
20.0091
20.0003
0.5166
0.0360
20.0339
20.0014
0.5390
0.0401
0.0024
20.0001
0.2052
0.0624
20.0223
20.0004
2.5675
0.0383

26.63
1.27
22102.85
254.02
18.54
0.55
2755.26
259.23
72.62
3.07
2978.01
276.03
6.62
0.76
2399.85
2130.50
70.29
0.85
24656.86
272.80

0.007
0.008
0.736
0.350
0.403
0.368
0.113
0.679
0.081
0.058
0.368
0.542
0.0001
0.0001
0.517
0.618
0.004
0.003
0.578
0.722

0.57
0.53
,0.01
,0.01
,0.01
,0.01
0.02
,0.01
0.05
0.09
,0.01
,0.01
0.95
0.95
,0.01
,0.01
0.68
0.69
,0.01
,0.01

observations to investigate the snow-cover changes over
the Qinghai–Tibetan Plateau.

5. Conclusions
In this study, we investigated the spatial and temporal
characteristics of mean daily snow depth and the number of snow-cover days over the Qinghai–Tibetan Plateau from 1961 to 2010. Weak negative trends for the
mean daily snow depth and the number of snow-cover
days were observed throughout the study in the snowcover period, but two distinctly different trends were
also identified for mean daily snow depth and snowcover days. The long-term variation in the number of
snow-cover days was in agreement with the snowfall
record, but it was inconsistent with the warming trend.
Our analyses of in situ observations indicated that snow
cover over the Qinghai–Tibetan Plateau is controlled
collectively by various climate factors rather than a
single variable (i.e., precipitation or temperature). Furthermore, clear elevation gradients were found in the
snow starting time (earlier with higher elevation), snow
cover ending time (later with higher elevation), and
snow-cover duration (longer with higher elevation). A
later snow starting time (1.6 6 0.8 days decade21), an earlier snow ending time (22.0 6 0.8 days decade21), and a
shorter snow-cover duration (23.5 6 1.2 days decade21)
were observed in areas with an elevation over
4000 m.
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